
 

Unit 1: SENTENCE STRUCTURES 

 
PRACTICE: 

I. Analyze these sentences: 

1. She / practices / swimming.  

2. I / am doing / my homework. 

3. John, my husband,/ is sleeping. 

4. They / will send / me / the package. 

5. Angelina / made / me / jealous. 

6. The shopping mall at the corner / is / amazing. 

7. She / hopes / to finish the project / soon. 

8. Our beloved manager / has retired. 

9. When / I /came home, my mother / was cooking / lunch. 

10.  Although / it / was / late, I / tried / to work on my project. 

11. That she comes late / is / certain. 

12. Being a celebrity / is / quite tiring. 

13. My boss / required / that I submit the report / tonight. 

14. That she passed the exam / makes / me / so happy. 

15. My best friend / lends / me / some money. 

 

II. Put the words and phrases in the correct order: 

1. Sunday is the best day of the week. / The best day of the week is Sunday. 

2. We are discussing the problem. 

3. He sent me some flowers. 

4. The center has exciting events next week. 

5. I hate walking in the rain. 

6. We tried to call John but he didn’t answer the phone. 

7. He wants to move to Boston.  

8. Julie and Michael traveled to Canada last year.  

9. My mom asked me to clean my room.  

10.  We couldn’t find the dog in the park. 

11.  I’m sorry that I was late.  

12. The customers find the beds very comfortable.  

13.  Tome and Mary visited their grandparents in London yesterday.  

14.  I will watch “The Voice” with my family tonight. 

15.  Victoria said that she should go on vacation in July.  
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III. Choose one correct option in the parentheses: 

1. The (inform / information) is really helpful. 

2. (She / We) is cooking dinner right now. 

3. (To study / Study) abroad is my dream. 

4. (To have / Having) enough sleep helps us have a good life. 

5. Rita (us gave / gave us) the key to our apartment. 

6. I would love (to help / helpful) you. 

7. Vietnam is renowned for the (produce / production) of rice. 

8. Thailand is (famous / fame) for its pagodas. 

9. This hospital has the best (equip / equipment) in the city. 

10. The (decoration / decorate) of this party looks amazing. 

11. I find these pants (fashion / fashionable). 

12. The store offers (us a discount / a discount us). 

13. We need to find a (solve / solution) to this problem. 

14. The (cost / costly) of this product has increased. 

15. Hue is a very (peace / peaceful) city. 

 

IV. Choose the correct answers: 

1. B    2. C   3. A   4. A   5. D  

6. D   7. A   8. B   9. C   10. C 

11. D   12. A   13. D   14. B   15. C   

 

MORE PRACTICE: 

I. Identify the Subject, Subject Complement, Verb, Object and Object Complement in 

each sentence: 

1. A dog / has / four legs. 

2. He / explained / the problem. 

3. James / is wearing / a white T-shirt. 

4. Some people / like / going to the beach / but / others / enjoy / climbing the mountains. 

5. He / is / our loyal customer. 

6. The students / were / late. 

7. Jimmy / makes / his girlfriend / jealous. 

8. In Vietnam, the Tet holiday this year / begins / on February 4th. 

9. She / thinks / that the product is really terrible. 

10. Mr. Brown / needs / some help. 

11. My sister / lends / me / a very interesting book about animals. 

12.  Julie / is opening / the window. 

13.  He / is / a very good student / because / he / barely makes / mistakes. 

14.  I / rarely skip / a class. 

15.  We / will stay / at a resort in Mui Ne. 
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II. Identify the function of the underlined part: 

1. The cat is sleeping.  Verb 

2. He is a surgeon.  Subject Complement 

3. That she had left me broke my heart.  Subject 

4. I always do all my homework before going to bed.  Object 

5. Barney learnt to play the piano last week.  Object 

6. Mary called me as soon as she heard the news.  Verb 

7. We were watching TV when someone knocked at the door.  Subject 

8. Playing tennis all day made me exhausted.  Object Complement 

9. We didn’t celebrate our anniversary this year.  Verb 

10.  That girl over there looks stunning.  Subject Complement 

11.  Lily sometimes visits her parents in the countryside.  Object 

12.  Being stuck in traffic every day is tiring.  Subject 

13.  Tommy has worn glasses since he was a little child.  Subject Complement 

14.  Manila is the largest city in the Philippines.  Subject Complement 

15.  Nobody knows that he lied.  Object 

 

III. Choose one correct option in the parentheses: 

1. Roberto and Selena will (hold / buy) their mother a dress for her birthday. 

2. Jessica (ordering / ordered) a chicken salad. 

3. The storm (destruction / destroyed) most of the houses in the area. 

4. All of my friends (are / talk) sports fans. 

5. (Eating / Eat) vegetables is good for your health. 

6. I will (useful / use) the computer over there. 

7. The (cancellation / cancel) will be made this afternoon. 

8. (Pass / Passengers) must show their tickets to the security staff. 

9. The company has (done / given) everybody a day off. 

10.  I need (to obtain / obtain) a driver’s license this year. 

11.  You should not touch the (equip / equipment). 

12.  Someone called (I / me) yesterday, but I didn’t pick up the phone. 

13.  (To pass / passing) the exam is my goal right now. 

14.  The (information / inform) you gave me was very helpful. 

15.  She (knowledge / knows) a lot about dogs. 
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